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inter storm blankets campus
asses
ntinue
esday
Mo nday afternoon ,
at least 4 inches of snow
p.m. with some precipita·cted to co ntinue through
y morning.
ight forecasts call for as
nine inches to fall in East
Illinois before the system
President David Joms
Monday night that classd be held as usual Tues. g any decision on canwould not be made until
esday morning since the
wfall Mo nday night was
ugh to me rit closing the
·iy.

many students live on' and I expect that all
roadways will be cleared
ssable for Eastern s tube said. " A good indica-

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor
Tim Schafer, 7, peeks out of a bush as he plays army with his brother Bob, 10, Monday afternoon in front of the Housing Office of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. Temperatures dropped to the upper 20s and a severe snow storm continued throughout the night on Monday.
More snow is expected Tuesday.

reposed bill would keep tuition Clinton address
t schools and out of state hands cal Is for sacrifice
Rep. Mike Weaver plans to introduce a bill
would allow universities to keep their tuition
as soon as it is collected, rather than sendii to the state first.
ntly, all tuition money collected by univergoes into state of Illinois accounts, said
er, R-Ashmore. Schools eventually receive
the tuition money, but they lose the interest
funds would have collected if it would have
in university accounts.
they could get the interest on it, it might even
tuition from raising too much, because the
t offsets it," Weaver said.
bill has not been submitted yet, but Weaver
it probably will be soon.
fiscal year 1993, which wilJ end June 3 1,
has collected $18.6 million in tuition and

, according to the Fiscal Year 1993 Budget
ary.
state might not want to give up lhe interest
or che funds, which are sometimes used to
ce state budgets during sh ort-tenn financial
. Weaver said .
eaver said h e has been opposed to the state's
'on policy for years. but he finally decided to
something about it because of a bill that came
gh the House last year. Chicago State asked
one-Lime pemlission to retain its lUition money
ause it needed inrerest to balance its budge!.
" I was the lone vote against the measure

because I thought if we are going to do it just for
them, we should do ir for all schools," Weaver
said.
He said he tried to get the measure passed last
year, but none of his bills were called co a vote
even though they had passed the committees unanimously.
Weaver has also introduced a bill to eliminate

the Board of Governors, which oversees four universities and Eastern, and the Board of Regents,
which oversees three universities. A final version
of the board elimination bill has not yet been drafted becaus e Weaver needs to confer with the
Governor's Task Force, which has also recommended the boards be eliminated, he said.
Gov. Jim Edgar also recommended that the two
boards be eliminated in the State o f the State
Address he gave Jan. 27.
If the two bills are passed, it would give the universities aew powe r over their own budget and
their ability to set tuition rates. Universities would
also have tuition money readily at hand to use for
expenses and might not have to do as much internal reallocation to meet d ay-to-day expen ses, he
added.
Weaver said he doesn't expect to get much
cooperation from the House leadership again this
year. Weaver said h is bi lls might s ta ll if
Democratic House Speaker Mike Madigan refuses
to call them. even though they have wide support
from both parties.
He said the bill will have to be out of committee
by mid-March in order for it to see floor action.

WASlllNGTON (AP) - Pres ident Clinton, in bis first primetime address from the Oval
Office, summoned Americans to
" a call to arms" on Monday,
promising a plan to revive the
economy through a painful package of tax increases and spending
cuts.
" We have to face the fact that,
to make the changes our country
needs, more Americans must contribute today so that all Americans can do better tomorrow," the

president said.
" But I can assure you of this:
you 're not going alone, you're not
going first, and you 're no longer
going to pay more and get less,"
he said.
The speech previewed one he'll
make to Congress on Wednesday
night, outlining details of his prog ram to revitalize the economy
and create jobs. It also spurred an
intense pub lic re la tions blitz to
overcome resistance in Congress
and among the public to $500 billion in tax increases and spending
red uc tions in popular programs
over four years.
Clinton's speech amounted to a
lecture on the nation's economic

problems and the sol utions he
proposes to fix them. Using charts
and graphs, he blamed the woes
on the policies of Ronald Reagan
and George Bush.
Over the past 12 years, he said,
"the federal deficit roared out of
control."
''Look at this," he said, pointing
to one graph. "The big tax cuts for
the wealthy, the growth in government spending. and soaring health
care costs all caused the federal
deficit to explode. Our debt is
now four times as big as it was in
1980."
His plan is said to envision
roughly $500 billion in tax
increases and spending reductions
on many popular programs over
four years to cut the deficiL Big
corpo rations
and
we althy
Americans face significant boosts
in their income tax rates.
One p art tha t will affect a ll
Americans is a broad-based energy tax, based on the heat content
of fuels, incl u ding e lectricily,
coal, oil, natural gas and gasoline.
Clinton said the h eat- cont ent
approach would be more progTessive than a tax based strictly on

• Continued on page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE
Winter
t Continued from page 2
tion of the chances that classes will
be canceled tomorrow is that the
last time classes were not in session
for a full day was about 10 years
ago."
Drifts of 3 to 4 feet accumulated
in places, and northeast winds of 10
to 20 mph whipped through East
Central Illinois late Monday afternoon, continuing into Tuesday
morning.
Coles County authorities did not
list any road closings or injuries
before press time Monday, but visibility was reported near zero on
Illinois Highway 16 between
Charleston and Mattoon.
Illinois State Police in Pesotum
and Effingham reported receiving
several accident calls, but declined
to speculate on an exact number.
Overnight lows reached the midteens with the wind chill factor
pushing temperatures to near the

zero-degree mark.
Precipitation may continue until

noon Tuesday, and the five-day
forecast calls for several more inches of snow before the end of the
week..
The National Weather Service
issued a winter storm warning at 3
p.m. for the Charleston area,
according to local weather observer
Dallas Price.
Snow began to fall at 4:40 p.m.
in Charleston, after a mixture of
sleet and snow dusted the area
around 2 p.m., Price said.
The storm, which originated
around Texas, has already unloaded
10 to 18 inches of snow on pans of
Missouri and Southern Illinois.
"The storm began in Missouri
about midnight and in Southern
Illinois about 6:30 a.m., continuing
throughout the day," Price said.
Accumulations of up to 10 inches of snow were reported north of
the Ohio River, and the storm was
working its way to Northwest
Illinois overnight.
In a 1973 storm similar to

Monday night's, 16 inches of snow
fell on Eastern's campus was - the
current record for the Charleston

area.
Price warned that Tuesday's conditions would produce a dangerous
wind chill Tuesday morning.
"Another problem with this
storm are the high winds associated
with it. This will make the wind
chill factor a critical situation,"
Price said. "Hopefully students will
' bundle up,' because when the
winds start up at about 2 a.m.,
morning conditions will be
extremely cold"
The storm is expected to end
around noon Tuesday, but Price
said another system originating
from the West will produce an
additional 1 to 2 inches around
Friday.
'The stonn predicted for Friday
will not be as powerful as far as
snowfall, but it will give us belownormal temperatures for several
days," Price said

Clinton
• Continued from page 1
sales.
Rep. Romano L. Mazzoli, D-Ky., came away from a
meeting with Clinton saying he expected the president
to propose higher taxes on tobacco and alcohol.
Clinton also will seek restrictions on Medicare payments for doctors and hospitals but not increase premiums for the elderly.

Plii 'Beta
invites you to
Spring Rush!

Monday night, Clinton promised to "chart a course
that will enable us to compete and win."
He said, "My message to you is clear: The price of
doing the same old thing is far higher than the price of
change."
He said change must begin at the top, and noted that
he will cut the size of the White House staff and the
size of the federal work force.

Monday, February 15th at 6 pm
Tuesday, February 16th at 6 pm
in

the Paris Room at the Union

Call Jen at 581-2746
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Mont Ii
'Essay Contest
1. Entries should be 500 words or
less.Essays should portray a person,
time period, or event--local or otherwise--which promoted the advancement of cultural diversity or which c
promote cultural diversity in the
future. Theme: Unity Why Can't

m

All Just Get Along?

2. The contest is open to all studen
with the exception of those currently
working for Student Publications and
any past editors of these publications.
3. Entries must be submitted to The
Daily Eastern News Office no later
than 4p.m. on Friday, Feb. 19.

4. Judging will take place the week
Feb. 20-25.
5. Awards will be given at the
Parent's Appreciation Luncheon on
Saturday, February 27.

Prizes donated by:

-•

Office of Minority Affairs
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Coach Eddy's
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ec Sports faces AB, again
The AB receives its funds from a
$18.85 semesterly student fee. It
plans to budget about $300,000.
In response to criticism of
DutJer's past budget and allocations
requests, AB Chairman Ron Carmona said Outler submitted an indepth analysis and justification of
the 1993-94 budget request
"Dr. Outler did a really good job
this year in preparing his budget,"
Carmona said
The Student Senate is still in the
midst of finishing the Rec Center's
budget for this year. The AB 's
request of $5,000 for the center has
been tabled until next Thursday's
senate meeting.
Problems arose this year after the
Rec Center requested $23,585 from
the AB 's emergency fund. Carmona said the center was asking for
too much. Outler said he would
have no option but to cut student

Director of Recreational
will request $105,600 g $91,865 for student payin bis budget presentation for
year 1993-94 at its Apport Board meeting.
meets at 7 p.m. in the Arcocola Room of the Martin
King Jr. University Union.
number of student particiin the Informal Recreation
ural Sport programs has
ed off at about 340,000 to
per year," David Outler,
of recreational sports, said
Jetter to the AB.
us, based upon the current
of activities offered, we are
that student payroll needs
the AB will remain at the
$95,000 level," itsaid.

Tuesday at

jobs and Rec Center programs if
the money was not allocated.
Carmona explained that Rec
Sports' payroll request for the fiscal
year 1993-94 is $18,878 less than
last year's request. Rec Sports' total
budget request of $103,750 is also
lower than last year's total request
of $122,682.
Rec Sports received $89,710
from the AB last year.
"In an effort to minimize our
request for this year we have asked
for very little in non-payroll items,"
Outler said in the letter.
"All but $340 of the payroll is
returned to EIU students, many of
which rely upon resources to assist
in paying their way through college," he said.
Carmona said that because the
University Board bas cut its
Mainstage committee, the AB bas
an extra $6,000 to budget

~arty's
Bacon cheeseburger w /fries $199
$1 Bottles (MGD & MGD Light)
others $125

Tonite: free hot spicy BBQ's

awmaker to discuss his bill
cut the Board of Governors
late Rep. Mike Weaver, Rore, will speak at Eastern
y about the possible elimiof the Board of Governors,
he said would pave a shorter
for individual universities to
things accomplished.
"They basically insulate the uni"ties from the process of runhigher education in the state,"
ver said. "Ir's going to be a
er road to get things accomfor the universities than by
· through that additional layer
dleBOG."
Weaver will speak at 3:30 p.m.
die Sullivan Room of the Martin
King Jr. University Union.
Despite opposition last spring
Weaver's bill to eliminate the

BOG was ki11ed, Weaver has reintroduced the bill to the General
Assembly. No final version of the
bill has been drafted, however.
'The system. as it is set up now,
is not efficient," Weaver said. "It
actually gets in the way of providing services for higher education."
Weaver's bill would effectively
eliminate the BOG and Board of
Regents. The BOG oversees Eastern, Chicago State, Governors
State, Northeastern 111inois and
Western Illinois universities and the
BOR governs Illinois State, Northern and Sangamon State.
The Public Administration
Association, who are sponsoring
Weaver's speech, asked Weaver to
address questions that students and
faculty might have about the bill
"because it's going to effect Eastern
and other universities that are under

that board," said Chris Clark, vicepresident of the Public Administration Association.
In addition to easing the process
for universities ro run their higher
education programs, Weaver said
the BOG universities will save
approximately $4 million, which is
spent on BOG and BOR members
in the central offices.
"What we are doing by eliminating the BOG and the BOR is eliminating the central offices." said
Weaver, adding that the average
salary for the 18 members of the
BOG central office is $60,000.
If the BOG is dissolved, Weaver
said he plans to keep the funds in
the budget for higher education.
"My hope is that we can keep
that money in higher education," he
said. "If it's there now, we ought to
keep it there:•

In Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern News, the editorial "Opinion should not be punished in rental
te," Gary Aylesworth was incorrectly identified as a co-chair of the Textbook Rental Review
·uee. Richard Wand.ling is co-chair along with student member Kara Restagno.
The News regrets the error.
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Get Your Spring Break
Tans Early!
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I

10 TANS FOR $30

:

Fitness Center: A Total Health Experience

I Wolff Tanning Beds with face tanner and new bulbs I
L- __62_8J!c~s~n- ~4~-:!_5~6- __ .J

SEARCH NO MOKB
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
·Balconies

st. James Place
(1905) S. 12th St.)
• l & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

ENTIRE STOCK 30% off
(unless otherwise markea)
Nike & Rebook - ClothinJ!. - Umbro
Sbo1ts - Baseball Sffi11s T-Sbirts - jackets (jym Shorts by
Dodger & Russell & Don Allen

30%
off

o:~; Eastern News

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1993

Watchdog group
needs to change
its current focus
The recent efforts of the local Drug-Free
Youth organization, a private group of Coles
County doctors and lawyers campaigning
against underage drinking and tobacco use,
have proven to be a good publicity event. It
draws attention and forces city officials to admit
they cannot universally enforce even some of
the Charleston's most well-known laws.
And while the effort Is admirable enough, a
newly focused approach may be the only alternative If the group's reports are to be accepted
as anything more substantial than unprosec.uteable allegations.
The Drug-Free Youth
organization has conducted compliance checks of its
own of 10 local taverns and 27 tobacco retailers. Seven of the taverns served a pair of gir1s,
ages 19 and 20, who took part in the study. All
12 of Charleston's tobacco retailers sold
cigarettes to a t 6-year-old who was working
for the the organization.
The studies have deservedly gained some of
the public's attention, but that is all they can
ever hope to do if members choose not to
work through established legal channels.
City Attorney Brian Bower has said operations that investigate liquor license holders
compromise Mayor and Liquor Commissioner
Wayne Lanman's integr1ty if the group's reports
are sent to him. As liquor commissioner,
Lanman oversees enforcement of the Charleston liquor code, ideally as an impartial judge.
The liquor code violations the group ciaims
to have uncovered - complete with minors
willing to testify - cannot move anywhere.
Members of Drug-Free Youth have said they
wish to serve as a watchdog group to ensure
establishments don't sell to minors. This more
aggressive approach is a wekome, and perhaps necessary, change from the standard education and prevention tactics taken by most private groups with similar goals.
As a citizens group, Drug-Free Youth should
be able to concentrate its efforts and work more
consistently on regular checks. Members say
more like-minded groups are needed to keep
proprietors selling their goods within the law.
Without a change In strategy. however, they
will flnd their efforts wasted on a legal system
that cannot recognize them.

lV shows how to respect opinion
I saw something on television
the other night that, at first, I just
kind of nodded my head In agreement and stored it away thinking
I wouldn't think about It too
much. But It kept cropping up In
my mind and I really did think
about It on a more In depth level
than what I had first processed it.
The show was last Monday's
Northern Exposure, which dealt Cassie
mainly with a plot of an older
man going back to high school to Simpson
earn his diploma. The more
Insignificant plot - because there Is always more than
one - dealt with a form of feminism and learning to
respect other's views.
A regular character on the show, Maggie, ls very
direct and forceful In her feminist views and makes sure
that everyone around her in the small Alaskan town,
which Is a state that Is known to be the home of more
men than women, ls fair and just when dealing with
Issues regarding the sexes. She doesn't stand for a
male chauvinistic attitude or for women who won't
del"end themselves.
And whlle Maggie ls very gung-ho on advancing
women's roles In society, she sometimes forgets others
have opinions too. This ls where she got In trouble on
Monday's episode.
Here's where a new character enters. A sharp female
school teacher who knows a great deal about helicopters (Maggie's speciality) and a good many other
things begins a teaching route In AJaska. Evidently she
took part In a recent mllltary conflict and she wins
Maggie's admiration.
This W?man Is pretty, smart and ls very sure of herself. She knows what she can do and doesn't take no
.for an answer when she knows she's rfght.

Then, as Maggie questions the teacher about
military duty. the teacher Informs an astonl
Maggie that she doesn't believe that women have
place on the front line. Her reasons behind this
that women don't have the fortitude to kill people.
said she believes women aren't made of the same
tie as men are and that women would get sq
and over-emotional and refuse to kill In battle.
Maggie argues that the teacher shouldn't have
views and should support women In the military and'
any other venture where women have hitherto
suppressed. She questions the teacher's views and
feeling of "sisterhood."
Maggie ls informed that while she is entitled to
own views. so ls the teacher and her oplnl
shouldn't be squashed just to further the cause
women.
This ls where I started to shake my head in
ment. While I don't agree with the teacher's views
women In the mllltary. I also don't believe Maggie
rfght to ask the teacher to extinguish her beliefs
because she was a woman and ought to support
feminist views.
I believe women have every rfght to be in the
tary. but It should be their own decision. I've met
eral women who wouldn't hesitate to point
weapon and shoot in battle and I've also met
men who would rather not. It's up to the indMdual.
I also believe that every person is entitled to
own opinions and have the right to express that
Ion, whether or not I agree with It.
And while sometimes It Is hard to accept
person's beliefs, actions and decisions, it is not for
to decide If they are right or wrong.
All I have to do ls respect it, which isn't always ea!IJ.

- Cassie Simpson Is managing editor and a
columnist forlhe Daily Eastern News.
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We must try to trust one
another. Stay and cooperate.
]omo Kenyatta

Your turn •••

Clinton basher
impressed few
with column
Dear editor:
I am alarmed by the lack of
thought that has been printed In the
guise of a political column by Teresa
Johnson ("Sorry. but Clinton really is
an idiot," Feb. 10). Ms. Johnson. as
an Independent voter, I chose former
President George Bush In last November's election.
I agree that electing Blll Clinton
was mistake on your part. However,
I am quite ashamed to ally myself
with your polltlcal views - if in fact,
you have any at all. I fully expected
to read an article highlighting the
issues facing the current administration. Instead, I faced a barrage of
unsupported c.lap-trap.
Ignorance ls something that those
of us at the college level should be
interested In stamping out. not
spreading. As a journalist. you. Ms.
Johnson. are In a position to do just
that. In fact, It ls your responslblllty.

You should be less concerned about
filling space and more careful about
your presentation of the ·facts." I
would like to call your attention to
these three points.
• Lying to the mllltary is a big deal.
No matter what your stance on banning gays from the service, we
should not as a government, advocate any kind of dishonesty. Certainly
we cannot prevent It. but giving It
the green light is hardly the solution.
• By lifting the gag rule, doctors in
r-ecterally funded clinics are allowed
to counsel their patients about poss!·
ble abortions. Bill Ointon. for better
er worse, has not censored anything.
• Bill Clinton is under pressure
from several feminist organizations
because of his campaign pledge to
appoint more women to the cabinet.
If he does not find a female attorney
general, the women's groups will go
after him. not Hillary. The Olntons'
marriage has nothing to do with this
issue.
• Your opinions should be expressed In your column. However, I
think if you expressed them using
standard English, they might get a
more desirable response. for exampl~: .M~ow ~~ them not havin~ to .

avoid the answer because there wll
be no discriminating, the gay community has no reason to lie."
What answer? Who are •they?"
And why did you launch into some
moral tirade about people from Bogota? I never read anything about
these people being oppressed homosexuals.
Your stance on abortion is certainly passionate, even if you do lack a
factual foundation. I am not attacking
pro·lll"e views. But, frankly, I don't
want to read about your values and
graphic Illustrations unless you actually back them up with a few supporting statistics.
I am not protesting your opinions.
I might actually agree with some <X
them If I knew what they were.
You've presented nothing in your
column except a collection of popular belly-aching. I am sorry. Teresa
Johnson, you have no evidence to
back up your article. The sublime
expression In your photo is not
enough to convince your readership
to listen to your political views. My
advice to you is to do your research
before you attempt to attack a subject of which you know nothing.
• • • • _ • • ~ Rebecca~~
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nion to consider
w Macintosh lab
four-terminal Macintosh
er lab could be placed in
Martin Luther King Jr.
i1y Union next fall, pcndvote at Tuesday's Union
meeting.
ox11nately $15,000 worth
intosh computers and softcould be placed in a Union
the board passes the proposJoan Gosset, Union direc111ie money would be taken
the Union Board\ regular
board, which is made up of
and students who allocate
for the union, will meet at
to discuss the possibility of
enting the new computer
d where the lab could be
on campus.
are busy during the day
classes. so off-campus stucan 't use the computers."
ti said. "There have been
laints of students not being
to get on computers until
hours of the day. The new
would be for those with Jess
ibility."
1he condition the proposal
, Gossell sai<l 1hc lab would
tin slowly and would not be
big. She said the union as a
'on for the lab is only a possaid there will also be an
ing of computers in Union
buildings. The offices will
their choice of an IBM or
tosh, she said.
umerous requests have been
for computers to be put in
Union, Gosset said. with other

''

Labs are busy during
the day with classes,
so off-campus students can't use the
computers.
Joan Gossett
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union
Director

''

requests including computers with
print programs and graphic
options.
Amy Jobin. Student Senate's
executive vice president. said the
lack of computers throughout
campus is cause enough 10 bring
in the new lab.
''In general. there is a need for
computers on campus for those
students who live off campus."
Jobin said. "Those who live in
resident halls have computers in
the buildings. Computers arc
more accessible to them. But a lot
of the time the computers are full.
"As long as the Union Board
approves the new computers. the
lab and the spending for it. I think
it could be put in."
At the earliest, the deliberation
by the Union Board will be finalized Tuesday evening. However.
if a decision is not completed
Tuesday. it will be arrived by next
week.

~--~

•---------
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He's back
Eastern studentl· s11rro1111d "Brother" Dan Phillips as he preaches about homose.\ua/ity. He has been a campm/i.ltllre. often preuchi11gfi111dame11talist Christian \'iell's.

Lumpkin sponsors sessions
to help people with tax woes
'1he Lumpkin College of Business will hold weekly sessions to
help students and Charleston resident:.. prepare their 1992 income
tax returns starting Feb. 23 in
Room I02 of Coleman Hall from
7-9 p.m.
The sessions will be held every
Tuesday through April 15 with
the exception of spring break
week, which runs from ~arch 1928.
The sessions, each about two

hours. will be staffed by students
and supervised by Charles Wooton. an associate professor of
accounting.
"What we arc doing is helping
people with their taxes free of
charge." Wooton said. ''A person
can bring in their tax return or W2 form and ask us any questions
they may have."
Wooton has supervised the sessions since 1989 when he began
his work at Eastern.

"We have a large number of
people who attend these sessions," Wooton said. "Usually the
majority of the sessions' attendance is made up of international
students at approximately 40 percent.
"The other 60 percent of the
attendance is made up mainly of
Charleston community members
and traditional students."

- Staff report

arch committee to conduct final candidate interview
The Acting Dean of Fine Arts Search
mittee will wrap up its candidate
iews Tuesday after it meets with the
t dean of fine arts.
Beverly H. Gartin, the final candidate
the acting dean position, will meet
lh faculty, staff and students from
-II :30 a.m. Tuesday in the Board of
emors Room of Booth Library.
The committee will fill the open posi"with dispatch," said Ted Ivarie,

search committee chairman. He said the
eight-member committee will have its
recommendations to Eastern Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Barbara Hill by Friday.
Gartin holds a master's degree in flute
and piano performance and a doctorate in
intercultural-interd isciplinary curricula
and materials from the University of
Massachusetts.
As a professor, Gartin has taught
music, music studio, workshops and general education courses.
Her administrative experience at

Tuesday
Special
Small 1 Topping Pizza $299 + Tax
Medium 1 Topping Pizza $399 + Tax
Large 1 Topping Pizza $499 + Tax
11

Gourmet Pizzas For Any Budget"

Fast
Free
Delivery
348-5454

15 Minute
Carry Out
215 Lincoln

Eastern includes three years as assistant
dean of fine arts during which she coordinated programming for A Celebration of
the Arts. a fine arts festival usually held
each spring.
She also helped organize the fine arts
Curriculum Committee and served as acting dean when former Dean Vaughn
Jaenike was unavailable.
Currently, Ganin is a special assistant
to the president as a Board of Governor's
administrative fellow at Chicago State
University.
The search committee is made up of

two representatives from each fine arts
department, a representative from the
Tarble Arts Center and Ivarie. It includes
Michael Watts, Tarble Art Center director; Karen Sanders, music professor;
Melinda Hegarty, associate professor of
art; Jeffery Boshart, assistant professor of
art, Jerry Eisenhour, associate professor
of theater; Richard Barta, music professor
and Clarence Blanchette, theater professor.
The dean position was left vacant after
Jaenike stepped down last month after 18
years at the post.
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JIMMY JOHN'S

GOURMET SUBS
''WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA''

345Ar1075

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S
© COPYRIGHT t 992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC.
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Rental still under review
By MAGGIE WILL
Staff writer

The Textbook Renea! Review
Commictee is expected to report
at Tuesday's Faculty Senate
meeting about the latest developments in their examination of
Textbook Rental Service. said Ed
Marlow. senate chainnan.
Marlow said he anticipates
that the committee will let the
Faculty Senate members know
exactly where they stand in their
quest to find a solution to the
textbook rental debate. They will
also discuss the format of
Tuesday's Textbook Rental
forum.
The forum is scheduled for 7
p.m. to midnight in the Univer-

sity Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The Textbook Rental Review
Committee consists of Faculty
Senate members Richard Wandling. John Miller and Gary Aylesworth; Student Senate members
Bobby Smith. Kara Restagno and
Karie Rice: and graduate student
Kyle Murrell. The committee is
examining textbook rental to see
if it should be retained. eliminated or modified.
Marlow said the forum will
allow facu I ty and students to
voice their opinions, although he
said he is concerned about the
possible outcome.
"I don't know if we are going
to generate anything except more

heat:· Marlow said. "But, it's
something we have to do."
The faculty members of the
Textbook Rental Review Committee complained at the Feb. l I
Faculty Senate meeting. saying
comments made by the student
members of the committee may
have derailed the potentially
divisive process. Members of the
committee later said that despite
the controversy. the process is
still viable.
He believes the committee is
moving as quickly as possible
given the situation. Marlow said
he thinks they arc doing a good
job.
"I want co see some movement
fairly soon, but we don't need it
done this month." he said.

Tea to broaden awareness
By JEFF TATE
Staff writer

Rotary International will sponsor an International
Tea from 2-4 p.m. Tuesday at the International
House on Ninth Street.
The social atmosphere gives students a chance to
"meet people from different backgrounds and broaden their horizons in the matter of diversity," said
Brigitte Chen, international student advisor.
Coffee, tea and snacks wiJl be available and all
students are invited to come and go as it fits into
their schedule, Chen said.
Douglas Bock, a member of Rotary International,
will address the group at 3 p.m.
He will speak about the Rotaract Club, an organi-

zation open to people between the ages of 18-30.
The Charleston Rotaract Club is made up of 30 student members and five non-student members.
Bock said he will provide information about the
club and talk about some of the service projects
sponsored by the club.
Each term the Rotoract Club raises money for
Eastem's Office of Disabilities Services by sponsoring a spaghetti dinner. The dinners are sold and
delivered to residents both on and off campus.
The International Tea will also include a slideshow presentation of other International Rotary
clubs doing service projects in foreign countries.
Chen said she is pleased to have Bock as a speaker because he will be introducing American activities to international students.

Surprise!

I Love

Are you eating
enough chicken?

If you're looking for some great chicken, try us.
We feature homemade chicken salad, grilled breast
sandwiches and dinners, chicken strip sandwiches and fajitas.
So stop in and see us. The moo you try us,
the moo you'll like us.

U!Aati

'
409 7th Street, Charleston• 345-7427

NOWLEASIN
Fall 1993

r

Apartments for
1,2,3,4 students
• Close to campus
• Furnished with
• Safe & clean

Haberer
Rentals

348

1626
LARGE PIZZA WITH ONE FRE
TOPPING OR 32QZ PEPSI
TUESDAY SPECIAL ONLY

Sigma Chi Proudly
presents its Spring '93
Beta Alpha pledge clas
Jose Ceciliano
Jasen Pool
Doug Fanson
Raymond Raffin
Tom Farb
Mike Redman
Tony Kelly
Jason Ruiz
Matt MacDonald Brett Stefansson
Chris McGrew
Craig Vercelote
Jeremy Niksic
Garret Wheller
Tim Olander
Brandon Whittaker
Chad Pendlay
Jeff Wilms
Chris Wilson

-------(MEDIUM (14 11 ) )
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SAUSAGE & CHEESE
PIZZA•••TO GO!

L

----------

Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

Plus Tax

$7.45 with a Large (1&•} Pizza
Good 7 Daya/Week with
Carry-Out/Delivery thru 3114/93.
Additional toppings @
regular charge.

Charleston
90918th Street• 348-7515

Present this coupon when pickJng up order.
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vy and Marine Corps
dy for Tailhook report
tor general'-; report on
sex abuse scandal. the
Marine Corps have quidlc groundwork for dealrcport 's complex legal

n is expected to be so
m nature - and detailed
gs of sexual misbchnvther misconduct - that
officers are likcl) to be
10 courts martial or rccfor a series of lesser
proceedings.
port, by Pentagon lnGeneral Dereck Vander
'II deal with the Tailhook
in Las Vegas in 1991.
I dozen women comy \\ere groped and fon-

SAOEPORT

p

ASSOC,. Tea PRESS

died by Navy and Marine Corps
aviators. The report. expected to
be released by the end of this
month, is also supposed to take up
any attempts to cover up misconduct that might have taken place.
The charges could prove devastating to the highest ranks of the
service if senior admirals arc
accused of failing to halt the
tawdry activity that had been
known to have taken place for
years at the convention.
"It's going to be ugly. no doubt
about it," :.aid one senior officer

whose own boss could be among
those targeted.
The Navy and Marine Corps
have each chosen a high-ranking
officer to decide whether the ca-.~
against individuals named in the
report should be sent through an
adminhtrat1ve process convened
by an indh idual commander known as a "captain'-. mast". A
court martial is called to try the
most serious charges - and is automatically required in the case of
felonies. A captain's mast deals
with non-criminal acts that usually
involve disciplinary matters.
The establishment of the socalled '"centr.i.I convening authority" for each service is to ensure a
fair and equitable treatment for
each of the accused, Navy officials
said.

ach ers' strike may increase
s Angeles' racial tensions
ANGELES (AP) - Nearly forgotten amid the
ion over two racially charged trials is the
of a strike next week by 28.000 teachers in
's second-largest public school system.
hers' union worries that a walkout Feb. 23
t picketers and thousands of students on city
a time when tensions are running high.
us frightened to death," said Catherine
1 spokeswoman for the United Teachers-Los
Union.
don't want our people hurt. We don't want
hun ... especially the kids. That would be
she said. "That's why we hope an agreement
taehed in the next week."
iation efforts fail. the teacher walkout is
to begin during the federal civil rights trial

of four white police officers accused of beating black
motorist, Rodne) King. The trial is now in the jury
selection stage.
The walkout would also start shortly before the state
criminal trial of three black men charged with beating
white trucker Reginald Denny during last year's riots.
The rioting, sparked by the acquittals of the four
officers in state court. left more than 50 people dead
and caused near)) $1 billion in property damage.
Police Capt. Dan Schatz said he agreed that a strike
could make a tense siruation worse. "The tensions in
schools mirror those in the community." he said. "For
that reason. we are taking all precautions.··
School board member, Mark Slavkin said if the
union want to prevent trouble, 1t should abandon
plans to walk out.

More pain
Busted bakery gives
Sarajevo a new low
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-HerzeIn Sarajevo. mortar shells
govina (AP) - SarJjevo's misery thudded in the downtown and
hit a ne\\ low Monday as the last shells fired b) government
operating bakery ran out of fuel forces hit -.omc Serb positions.
and the capital's 380,000 resi- Sarajevo mam hospital said three
dents were told to stay indoors people \\ere killed and 18
because of fierce shelling.
wounded Monda).
Bosnian radio reported that
Snow was back on the streets
of the embattled city. A natural many areas of the city and subgas pipeline was cut and electric urbs were shelled and that the
power was available through y,estern suburb of Dobrinja was
only one precarious line.
tall being hit m the evening.
Food problems mounted as with its residents taking shelter
city leaders refused for a founh in basements.
Serbs began besieging the
day to distribute U.N. aid to
protest U.N. failure to get sup- Bosnian capital soon after
plies to eastern Bosnia. where up Bosnia's majority Muslims and
to 200,000 Muslims are reported Croats voted for Bosnia's secestrapped in pockets of land sur- sion from Serb-dominated Yugo~lavia a year ago. Bosnia's Serbs
rounded by ethnic Serbs.
Ten trucks carrying food and opposed secession.
Heavy fighting also reportedly
medicine to the eastern Cerska
region were stuck on the Ser- nared in the Serb-held enclave
bian-Bosnian border. Alemka of Krajina in southwest Croatia
Lisinski, a spokeswoman for the Fighting between Croats and
U.N. High Commissioner for ethnic Serb resumed last month
Refugees. said Bosnian Serbs after a yearlong truce.
In the latest casualty count
refused to let them through.
About 40,000 Slavic Muslims from the Bosnian war. the govreportedly sought refuge at ernment listed 134.208 people
killed or missing in areas under
Cerska.
At the United Nations, envoy Bosman control. Serbs have capCyrus Vance called Serbian tured two-thirds of Bosnian terriPresident Slobodan Milosevic by tory.
Western officials estimate the
telephone to appeal for passage
for the aid convoys. said a U.N. Bosnian death toll at more than
source. The source. who spoke 18.000. but acknowledge that
on condition of anonymity. gave number is conservative. They
no details of Milosevic's re- say I million were made homesponse.
less.

3-PIECE
DINNER

$225
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
ashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

PIECE
UNCH
Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Q Ribs
• Livers & Gizzards
• Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

2-pc. chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

NEW ITEM

JOIN US 7 DAYS
A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

Complete Menu 5-11 a.m.

e have catering for all occasions. Gift certificates
are available 345 - 6424
1305 Lincoln
Avenue

Charleston,
Illinois
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CLASSIHED
ADVERTISING
POLICY

Fast and reasonable typing,
translation and FAX service. Call
Lynda, 581·2829

The Dally !c1Stern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one days Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad wlll appear In
the next edition.
All classlfled advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear In the
next days publication. Any
ads processed AntR 2 p.m.
wlll be published In the fol1owl ng days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AfTtR the 2 p.m. deadllne.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be bllled.
All Advcrtbtng ;uu111tuat
to The Dally Eastern News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected, or can·
celed at any tlme.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability If for any
reason It becomes necessaiy
to omit an advertisement.

I

SPRING BREAK '93. Best rates,
Best Trip. Groups and Individuals
welcome. Call me for details.
Todd 348·5538. Leave Message

----~----2128

SPRING BREAK '93 with COLLEGE TOURS. CANCUN $429.
Air, Hotel, Parties, Nightly
Entertainment! For more 1nformation and reservations call: Louie
(800) 395-4896
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2117

ADOPTION: Young, canng cou·
pie, married 10 years and still
best lrlends, will give your baby
endless love, a full·time Mom,
devoted Dad, happy adopted sister and a secure luture. We'll
help you any way we can. Call
Patrick and Ricki collect 708·
506-9315.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,2117

I

I

HllP WANTID

Need extra money? Sell Avon to
your friends . Call Judy 345-6834
or
today.
_Susan
_ _345-9298
____
_ _2119

TRAVU

HUP WANTID
WANTID

AoomoN
RIDES/RIDE.RS
ROOMMATES
SUlll.15.SORS

FOil R1NT
FOR SALE

LOST&. FOUND
ANNOUNC1M£NTS

I__Su
__BL
_ ISSOIS
__~____.
...

SUMMER SUBLESSORS. 2·3
FEMALES. 2 BEDROOMS,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CHEAP
RENT. 345-9635.
_
ca2/9·11, 16-18
MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
ASAP $150/MO. NEGOTIABLE,
SHARE UTILITIES. ROB 345·
9690 I 348-1234.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2119

Classified Ad Form
Name: __________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

D

Yes

D

_________sn

Microwave oven rental $25 for
Spring Semester plus $1 O
deposit. 820 Lincoln Street. 348n 46

____.sn

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students

Now leasing for lall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917
Fourth St. 345-2231

Now. 1 female wanted to share
large house. $150/month. 1520
9th St. 348-5169

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOY·
MENT: Make money teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make
$2,000-$4,000~ per month. Many
provide room & board + other
benefits! No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For
International Employment program, call the International
Employment Group: (206) 632·
1146 ext. J5738.
~---~---~2126
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS'. In
the Rockies near Vail, ANDER·
SON CAMPS seeking caring,
enthusiastic, dedicated, patient
individuals who enjoy working
with children in an outdoor set·
ting. Counselors,
Cooks,
Wranglers, R1d1ng Instructors and
Nurses. Interviews on February
25th. Sign up, get application at
Career Planning & Placement
from Shirley Stewart. Questions?
Call
us_
at _
3031524-n66.
__
_ _ _ _ _ 2123

0mR£D

Rooms $150/month, utilities.
Women ONLY Intersession,
Summer, Fall & Spring SessionsCall Pat Novak (708) 789-3n2.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2119

_________sn

Florida SPRING BREAK, 7 nights
Beachfront $139-159. RESERVE
rooms NOW Call CMI 1·800-4235264.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2126

TRAINING/ScHOOLS

o!~;

Nice, close to campus. furnished
houses for 93-94 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 112
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148.
Evenings

sn

DIRECTORY
SE.RVICIS

Bands wanted: Also booking pri·
vate parties and functions. Call
Jokers,
348-0288
___
_ _ _ _ _ _2117

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

100 FEET FROM BUZZARD 2
bedroom units for 2 to 4 persons.
Call 345-2265
-,-.,-,-.,,-.,---.,.-ca T,R-5/6
Waddell Apts. 1 block North of
Krackers on '1th St. 3 bodroom

ApL for 3 persons. Rent paid by
semester only. $135 per person.
10 mos. lease. security locked
building. Call Jan or Charlotte.
Eads Realty. 345-2113

__________sn

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.
sorority, team, club, etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
$1,000 in just a few daysl

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 f or yourself!
No cost • No obllgatlon.
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

·--·-ACROSS
1 Within Prefix
•Five-time
Presidential
candidate
10 Cry of sorrow
14 More unusual
1a PartofOED
1e Quaker leader
n Steeple
1a Ouote
1t This, in Avila
20 Ak aMary
W estmacott
23 Society-page
word
2' Dmner time. to
Donne
21 Part of a mm
28 Job opening

APT.
RENTALS
Now Showing
and Leasing
for
Summer &
Fall 193.

348-7746
Leasing Office
820 Lincoln Ave.

31 Obligations
39 To be, 1n Pans
38 Cambodian
neighbor
40 Solar-year
excess
41 A k a Currer Bell
~ Past or present,
e .g.
45 Submarine
sandwich
... Type of tide
4'7 Part of an
overcoat
•• Bombay attire
s1 Kin of aves.
52 S Nigenan
native
54 Halfway house
H Aka Boz
14 Exec's car

Under Classification of: ___________

~.Amount

no. words/days
Payment:
OCash

due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Check

DOWN

0 Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse eds considered libelous
or In bad taste.

.,

1 Collector o n
Apr. 15
2 Calif. wine
district
3 M ath course
4 Played a tape
again
s Mountain ridges
•Ten. Comb.
i:-:--r---t-"1'-form

1-theAed

Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _____

THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a Life Skills
Wednesday at noon In the Arcola room In the Un
"Creative Writing" presented by Ms. Jean Dilworth •
own list of life skills. Come prepared to design your
and unique resume that will earn you those desirable
PHI BETS CHI will have Spring Rush Tuesday at 6
Paris room of the Union. Call Jen at 2764 for informa
DELTA PSI KAPPA will have a meeting for non-grad
ma1ors Tuesday at 8 p.m. In the Lantz Club room.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR Christ will host Prime Time
6:30 p.m. In Life Science 201. Come and see what we
everyone is welcome!
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION
Representative Mike Weaver speak about the E
which he sponsored which would disband the Board al
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the Sullivan room 1n the Union.
OASIS WELCOMES A DU LT students, grads, un
lemales. males to a fun and Informative meeting every
at 6 p.m. in McDonald's Union Join lree and any
semester!
BLACK STUDENT UNION sweatshirt fee deadline IS
7 p.m. in the Martinsville room in the Union.
BACCHUS WILL HAVE a meeting Tuesday at 7 p
Glenn Williams room located on lower level of the
Union by east entrance of the housing office. New
come!
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION Wiii have
tant meeting Tuesday at 6 p .m. m Lumpkin 102. New
Chicago tripl Must call Julie (348-5880) If you can
Also, you MUST pay tonight.
EIU DANCERS WILL have practice/rehearsal for
dance Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. In the Grand Ballroom Ful
1mmed1ately following m dance studio.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRY deadline for wr
Tuesday from 2-10 p.m. at the Intramural desk In the S
CLUB MANAGERS ASSOCIATION of America wlli havt
Ing Tuesday at 6 p.m. In Kiehm Hall room 110.
EIU SPORTSMAN SOCIETY will have a meeting Tue
p.m. in the Neoga room. There will be a conservat
speaking and a movie. New members are welcome.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a speaker Tuesday at 7 p
Oakland room.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will have Bible Study Wedn
17 at 7 p.m. 1n Lantz.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will have choir rehearsal Thu
18 at 8 p.m. In FAM 013. All members must be presete
lime!
SHEA FAMILY SERVICES/EDUCATION will meet T
p.m. In Kiehm Hall 210. Will have a speaker from CADV
NRHH WILL HAVE a meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m. In the
room. All of our alumni are welcome. See you there!
CI RCL E K INTERNATIONAL will have a regular
Tuesday at 7 p.m. In the Kansas room on the 3rd I
Union. All new members are welcome! Circle K 1s a <»td
organization open to all students.
PHI GAMMA NU will have a pledge meeting Tuesday at
Coleman 121 . Bring committee reports.

es Disable
H Demonstration
of validity
I I Lyric poems
It Taj Mahal's site
10 Relatmo to
sheep
11 Hereditary
factor
72 Ap pear
73 Concise

a Use a tub
t Type o f record
player
10 Mim1cs
11 • .. -·we
forgetl". Ktphng
12 Opposit1onlst
13 Dirk of yore
21 Phone-call
response
22 Near the center
21Factions
21 Waters or
Merman
21 Wading bird
29 Solemn vow
30 Lugs

Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ _ __

CAMPUS CLIPS

..
71

U Atop
33 More rational
34 0utward
u Rome's
Spanish-31 Gaehc
3t Antitoxins
42 Even
43 Acid type
48 Swellings ol a
sort
so Where to dip a
quill

53 Kind of orange
ss Temerity
H Wooden-soled
shoe
s7 Conceal
sa Approval
st Light pink wine

TUESDAY

eo Dreadful
11 Mosque pnett
a Roulette bet
63 Pearl Buck
book
11 Charge lor
service

FEBRUARY

P.M.

WTW0-2
WCIA-3
6 :00 Inside Edition
News
Entmt. TOlig!lt
6 :30 Murphy Brown
7:00 Ar:aOerrrt ol
Rescue911
7 :30 Country MUSIC Hcts
Queen
8 :00
8 :30
9 :00 OaleWNBC
9 :30
10:00 News
News
M'A S H
10:30 Tonight
0

0

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-10 9

WILL-12 12

LIFE-13

News

SpoltsCentl!f

Ouantum Leap

OesigAng Women
Je!fersons

Mac;Na.I Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysleries

Cheers

MoYie:
Brealclhrough

NoYa

LA law

Frontine

MOVl8' Afl
Eatly Frost

Mamed •••

COilege~

FuQHouse
Mr. Cooper

Ol1io St. at
Iowa

Murder,
She Wrote

Roseanne
Jackie Thomas

Tennessee at
Mansas

Boxing

CMIWaJS

News

MacGyver

News
love Connection

SportsCenter

Night Court
Kojak

Amencas

Being Served?
MoYie

Thtrtysomethlllg

DISC-9

WEIU-29 51

Galapagos

Reading Rair~
CU>Conned

Class of'96

TerraX
Strange Powers

l.lltleHouse

Key West

Invention
Machines

Booanza

Star Trelc The
Next Genera1ion

Nmeol

Things

News
Panlller Coul1lry

Che&IS
Studs

TerraX
Strange Powers

Mr. &Mrs. Nor1h
Movie: Gun Moll

Fox-8, 55
N9'1t Court

Movie:
aboutAmeia
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ASSIRED ADVERTISING
L

fOIRENr

Apartments for fall: clean, excel·
lent condition. Off-street park·
Ing. Call 345· 7286, M-F, 8:30 •
5:00. Sat. 9-12.

=---------2126

Seniors, grad students. Quiet,
unfurnished apartments close to
EIU. Single and double OCCU·
pancy. 345-7678
,,....,...---,--------2122
5 bedroom house close to campus, off-street parking, pool
table. Andy 348-1535
_ _ _,_ _.....__ _ _3/1
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS for 2·3 girts. Some with
utilities paid .Call CAMPUS
RENTAL, 345-3100 between 3·
9p.m.

2117
""""s_&_H..,..O,,,...,..,.USES
for 92-93 school
s to 9 people.
room & 6 bed·
what you want.
prices and locainformation call

2117

=-=o"""o-p=1~N=e=TR EE

APARTMENTS.
LCONIES . AIR.
LEASE, FROM
ON APPOINT·

Scooter and motorcycle batteries $7.95 and up FREE TESTS.
1519 Madison 345·8658 (VOLT)
_
._caTR-517
TV-QUASAR 25" CONSOLE$175. STEREO RECEIVER,
TURNTABLE, SPEAKERS-$75.
1981 CHEVROLET MALIBU
STATION WAGON $750.
TRADE
FOR?
345-4426
___
__
_ _ _ _517
Man's silver/gold wadding ring$150. Man's silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full length fur coat-$100. Trade
for? 345-4426
.517
STEROID ALTERNATIVESCYBERGENICS, ICOPRO, HOT
STUFF, TWIN LABS, WEIDER,
UNIVERSAL. DIET AIDS, STIM·
ULANTS. FREE CATALOG.
PHYSICAL ATTRACTIONS. 1·
800-397-47n.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3129
1987 Camero 305 VB engine. 5
speed, A/C , AM/FM cassette
tape, red, black interior. Runs
well.
60,000 miles 345-5471.
___________
.2119
XT, 386 and 486 computers
from $450. will build to suit your
needs. Sports cards (mostly
baseball)-Jlm
_ _ _ _ _581-5688
_ _ _ _ 2119

I
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l.oSr &. fOUND

Lost-black faced gold watch
Tuesday.
Call_Patty
6064
____
__
_ _2116
LOST;
LADIES
GOLD
CARAVELLE BULOVA WATCH
APPROX. 2 WEEKS AGO. HAS
DIAMOND CHIPS AROUND
FACE . IF FOUND, PLEASE
CONTACT WANDA 581·2200
OR
348-1113
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _2116
Found: Small brooch In Lantz J
Parking Lot. Identify in Rm 1O
McAfee.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _.2116
FOUND: Black leather jacket.
Call Sharon. 581-2766.
- - - - - - _ _ _2117

Daytona, Padre, Cancun,
Bahamas, Good prices for the
college budget. Call Todd at
348-5538. Leave message if no
answer.

---------~8
BRIDAL
AND PROM STYLE
SHOW-Sunday, Feb. 21st at 2
p.m.. 1st Baptist Church, Paris,
IL Tickets $3.00. Sponsored by
Norma's Bridal Train, Ph. 217463-2120.
-- -- _2118
JOEY'S, JOEY'S JOEY'S
JOEY'S JOEY'S DELIVERS, 11
a.m. - 2 p.m./4 p.m. - 11 p.m.
THURS., FRI., SAT. extended to
2 a.m. In the morning and all
day weekends. EAT, EAT, EAT,
EAT, EAT! OFTEN! Phone 345·
2466
::-----,--,-----,--,..,....--,--2119
Bands Wanted: Also booking
private party's and functions.
Call Jokers 348·0288
_ _ _ _ _ 2117
Sandi
Schanaberger:
Congratulations on being
named Croissant, I mean crescent girl of Lambda Chi alphaLove your roomies
--------~2116
Want to spend the day with
Pres. Jorns? Entry forms still
available! May pick them up at
Rm 201-Student Activities
Office-Return by Feb. 17th at
4:00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2116

Rich, thank you so much for
making my valentine's day so
spacial. I loved the card. Also,
thanks for formal. It was a blast.
You're Incredible. I Love Youl
Sandi
____________.2116
Shea, The ski weekend at
Devil's Head was a BLAST I'm
so glad our plans went through.
Your a great friend! Tau love,
Leady
--~--·
- _ _2116
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEW
ASA
EXECUTIVE
BOARD. l'M LOOKING FORWARD TO WORKING WITH
EVERYONEIASALOVE,REBE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2116
TAUS, Congratulations to all of
the new executive members. I'm
very excited about this
semester. Good luck. Tau love,
Leedy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2116
Tom and Jeff of KOR: Thanks to
you and your two friends for the
extra-special
serenade
Saturday nlghtl Love.Cassie
--__2116
KAPPA DELTA RHO: Thanks for
the serenade last Tuesday and
on Saturday! You guys really
know how to make your sweetheart feel special! Phi Sig Love,
Cassie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2116

Subscription Form
Name:
Address:
State: _ _ Zip:

City:
Phone:

New:

Renew:

---

$32

$60

$32

Cash _ _Check _ _

Make checks payable to:
Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name:
Address:
State: _ _ Zip:

City'.

Schmal-Congrats on becoming
the new treasurer of ASA. Love
your AGS-Schebo
2116
~=-o---,th-e----,-M'""a-n-o
"""'f_L_A
_M-=-B=-o...,...A· c HI
ALPHA, I am so honored that
you chose me as your new
crescent girl . You guys are all
wonderful. Thank youl All my
love, Sandi
=----..,,.---__,.-2116
Shannon& Gabrys, Have a
Happy 21st Birthday! Lei's stay
up past 9:30. Love ya, Angie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _2116

Phone:

IMPRSjE YOUFJ~i
CASH STOCK~
by Bill Watterson

M-10

Eastern News

Amount Paid $

Congrats Sandi Schanaberger
on becoming the new crescent
g1r1. Your A·Kid Is proud of you.
Sigma
Love,
Schebo
___
__
_ _ _ _2116

AAG1t.lS

Th e

Dc\ih

$16

Snugglebear, The past couple
of weeks have been great! I've
enjoyed our little talks and the
time we've spent together! Hope
to
have
many
morel
Snugglebunny
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2116

lt~T

Marci B & Bill H: How about a
CHATTY PATTY?! Angie M
--------~2116

JAMAICAN TAN Bikinis, Hot
swimwear, lotions, 12 tan, $34.
SHOP EARLY JAMAICAN TAN
for your Spring Break needs.
348·0018, 410 7th Street, M·F,
10·9 and Sat .. 10-5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2116
CONGRAT ULAT IONS
TO
CASSIE SIMPSON OF PHI
SIGMA SIGMA ON BEING
NAMED KAPPA DELTA RHO
SWEETHEART. YOU'RE THE
BEST!
2116
_LA_R_A---ZE
.....R"""'A_N__T=E,...:--c--o_N...,.G--RATS
ON GETTI NG SIGMA CHI
SWEETHEART! WE'RE VERY
HAPPY FOR YOU. LOVE
KIMMY AND COL.

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer _ _ Fall _ _Spring ___ Full Year___

Cathy Harley, Congratulations
on sister of the monthl Phi Sig
Love, Your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2116

\>u"'n"'G

Going to summer school-need a
job and are outgoing? Apply for
a Summer Orientation Leader
position. Applications now available in any residence hall or the
Office of Orientation (In the
Union).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2118

Date:

CHARLES GRAY: Thank you tor
a great weekend! Just think of
all the good times that are still
yet to come. I love youl ANN
_ _ _.2116
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA CHI·
FORMAL WAS A BLAST! IT
WAS AN HONOR TO BE CHO·
SEN AS YOUR SWEETHEART!
I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO
A
YEAR!
LARA
_GREAT
___
_ _LOVE,
___
2116

G<:lt> ~\IST'vt
Bt.ti-l

LESLIE ANKROM : "Are U
Lonesome Tonight?• 'Have U lost
that lov'n feelin'?' or maybe U
simply miss those •summer
night.· These thingb I don't know
but to beat FRIDAY night you've
got only three days to go. LUV,
TODD.
P.S.
___
_1n1
_never
_ _happen!
_ _.2116

St1t~~G£. 1\\t>..\
Tut~ °1'10\ll\)

B£ ~ Mf>.~'{

l'l l Bt:T
n\t.'fR.£ ~u.
REU.Tt\>

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

IN 'S'JS\t'S
ro 1-\t.Q.
'(M~\). -i-c:=---...-

fROOi

RIG~\.

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
"The 1 for $1 JS available to any non-<:ommerclat Individual who wishes to
sell an items or Items (max. of 3 items). All items must be pnced •

Name:

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
~RJN6!f jRIN6'f ~f{JNG!~

lf{JH6!! :JIWJGU ;RJN6!t
iRJ"l!'$
iRJNli!f iRJN6!f ;RJN(3!:
~"6'< llllM5N ;R/N6!:
iRING!E ?RIN6!f
~/(//'J6/f ~RIN6!f

Address:

Phone:

Dates to run

Message:

(one word per line)

, / '\l'"

Under ClasslflcotlOll of:
Expiration code (off ice use only)

No. words/days

Person accepting ad
Compositor

Amount due:S
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Tyson lawyer starts argument
to give former champ new trial
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The
judge in the trial of the Mike
Tyson's rape case made several
technical mistakes and the fonner
heavyweight champion should get
a new trial, his lawyer argued
today.
Defense lawyer Alan Dershowitz
told the Indiana Court of Appeals
today that jurors in the case should
not have been allowed to hear a
tape recording of a telephone call
that Desiree Washington made to
report the assault
Testimony from three witnesses
the defense claims can contradict
part of Washington's testimony
should also have been allowed,
Dershowitz argued.
The appeals court, which could
order a new trial or let Tyson's conviction and 6-year sentence stand,
did not say when it would have a
decision.
Marion Superior Court Judge
Patricia J. Gifford barred the three
from testifying, ruling in part that

they came forward too late.
Dershowitz told the appeals
court that his defense team was
delayed by spending extra time
with the witnesses to make sure
they were truthful.
"It is unfair to punish Mike
Tyson because his lawyers acted in
good faith," Dershowitz said.
Dershowitz also argued that the
judge erred by not letting jurors
consider whether Tyson mistakenly
believed Washington consented to

sex.
And the appeal questions the
judge's selection, charging prosecutors manipulated court assignments
to place the case before a sympathetic judge.
Arguing for the state, chief
deputy attorney general Lawrence
M.
Reuben. said Dershowitz. was
trying to district the appeals judges
from the legal issues at hand.
"This appeal is not about reweighing the evidence, a s the

defense would have you do,"
Reuben said.
The two sides presented oral
arguments before the three-judge
panel for about two hours this
morning, ending shortly after noon.
Afterward, boxing promoter Don
King said he was optimistic that
Tyson's conviction wou ld be
reversed.
"I think it was a travesty what
happened here," he said of the rape
conviction. "But that's what makes
America so great, to have an opportunity to redre.ss for recourse."
Neither Tyson nor Washington,
of Coventry. R.I., attended today's
session.
Dershowitz said he was going to
the Indiana Youth Center west of
Indianapolis to tell Tyson about the
hearing.
Tyson, 26, was convicted Feb.
IO. 1992. after Washington told
jurors he raped her nearly seven
months earlier in his Indianapolis
hotel room.

, c\ \
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DOUBLE·DRIVE

In Appreciation of your Patron
Come join Us At McHugh's for

1 Year Annlversa
Our Anniversary Specials:
TUES. &.. WED.

BIGQ 99(
THUR&.. FRI.
1/4 lb. Cheeseburger, Fully Dr
Lg. Fry $1A9

--------------SAT.&.. SUN.

Any large Sandwich &.. Lg. f

(except doubles) $1.49
YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOMEATM-

8 p.m. Feb 17 •
2 p.m. Feb 21
on the mains

Doudna
Arts Ce
Adults $6
Senior Citizens
Children $5
EIU Students $
Call (217) 581-31

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the largest corporate data processing
facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue chip. Green light State Farm
is one of America's leading insurance companies. Through innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art data

STATE FARM INSURANCC: COMPANIES

Home~

processing eQuipment. You'll go
as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on .
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or write Daryl Watson, Assistant
Director, Home Office Personnel
Relations, One State Farm Plaza,
Bloomington, Illinois 61710.

Bloomtng1on, llllnois An Equal Ooponundy ~

TUESDAY
PASTA
NIGHT
Lasagna
Garlic Bread, Sal
Dianes Own Recipe
5 Different Cheeses

$6.95
IMPORT BOlTL
50( off All Day
60 different bee
to choose from
KITCHIN HOURS
Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 9 p.rn.

:lie

BAR HOURS
Mon. -Sat.
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
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ouis beaten by Rangers
(AP) - The New
used two breakthem break out of
and Alexei
d on solo dashes
period to help the
a 4-1 victory against
Blues on Monday.
·esbrouck stopped
the Rangers. who
2 in their previous
yk

eight games.
Sergei Zubov and Tony
Amonte scored in the first period
for the Rangers. who moved one
point ahead of New Jersey into
third place in the Patrick
Division.
"The two breakaways seemed
to break their back," said
Rangers captain Mark Messier,
who had two assists. "We
opened things up and it only

takes a play or two to deflate an
opponent."
The Rangers played a dominant first period in which they
took a 2-0 lead. They also outshot the Blues 17-6, recording
the game's first 11 shots before
the game was six minutes old.
But the Blues were a revived
team in the second period, in
which they outshot New York
17-IO.

Is stop home losing streak
(AP) - Michael Jordan scored 32
1be Chicago Bulls beat the Sacramento
IOI Monday, ending their three-game

streak.
added 26 points for Chicago. His
play capped a 9-0 run at the start of the
that put the Bulls ahead 94-78.
lost for the eighth time in nine games.
e and Anthony Bonner each had 18
Uonel Simmons 16 for Sacramento.
played without starting forward Horace
bas a bruised back.

Jordan scored 20 points in the second quarter in
helping Chicago take a 61-46 halftime lead. Bonner
had 12 points in the third quarter as the Kings
closed to 81-78.
The game was tied at 36 when Chicago began to
pull away in the second quarter. The Kings broke
out to a 14-4 lead, with eight of those points from
Tisdale.
The Bulls then found their offense and outscored
the Kings 24-10 in the last 8: 19 of the period to
take a 28-24 lead. Pippen led the Bulls with nine
points.

(tl)

-

Panther's

CREATIVE RESUME WRITING
Bring your own list of life skills.
Come prepared to design your
own special and unique resume
that will earn you those desirable
interviews.

Ms. Jean Dilworth?

Dept of Home Econorrucs

Wednesday, February 17,
12:00 Noon
Arcola Room.University Union

DKAFf
NITEI
Use Free Stu's

$$Cash$$
to Buy Drinks
Until 9:30
Open 8-1

Sponsored by the EIU Counseling Center

Jerry's
Pizza~

Pub

introduces
move for an official.
Monday's officiating mess
ute later. Eastern 's came days after some shotty offiung went up with a ciating help cost the Panthers a
ve in the lane with a victory over conference leader
defender on his back. Cleveland State.
Eastern head coach Rick
was knocked away from
Samuels, whose team is now virno foul was called.
Youngstown's Shawn tually assured of playing in the
Conference
over Curtis Leib's Mid-Continent
Penguins end of the Tournament, agreed that the offib was charged with a ciating this weekend was not the
best he has ever seen.
der's clumsiness.
"I have to be careful here," said
it all off, after one of
s refs whistled a tcchni- Samuels. "Within the league there
Youngstown assistant the has to be some consistency on
in the coach's face to what is a foul and what isn't a
was boss. A real classy foul. (This weekend) I sensed that

it was hard for teams to play."
At least the Panthers snapped
their six-game losing streak. But
had Youngstown not been so poor
at shooting its foul shots - the
Penguins only hit 18 of 32, - the
zebras may have helped Eastern
extend its losing streak.
What the conference should do
is let each school pick their officials for home games from people
in the crowd. I suggest we pick
Billy Panther, the guy in the front
row with the noise maker and Bob
Spoo.

-Don O'Brien is a staff wrirer
for The Daily Eastern News.

All You Can Eat
Buffet
featuring
Pizza
Spaghetti
Garlic Bread
Salad Bar

$3.99 plus tax
Every Tuesday 5 - 9 pm
Children 10 &. under eat for $2
4th&.. Lincoln in store special 345-2844

Keep It?
Change It?
Replace It?

Textbook Rental Open Forum
Sponsored by the Student/Faculty Textbook
Rental Review Committee

Tuesday, Feb. 16, 7:00 p.m. University Ballroom

?•

Come voice your questions and concerns about the
textbook rental system on Eastern's campus!
For more Information, call 581-5522

we would turn the ball over or
commit a dumb foul," Landrus
said. "We didn't have a long
Eastern 's basketball team enough streak to put them away
snapped a six-game losing streak before we did something stupid"
Monday night at Lantz Gym with
From that point, Eastern shot 8
an 82-76 win over the Youngstown of 12 from the line to seal the
State Penguins.
Panthers' first Mid-Con win in
Although the Panthers improved nearly a month.
to 4-8 in Mid-Con play and 7-15
Jordan provided the offensive
overall, Eastern coach Rick spark for the Panther.. by recording
Samuels saw a better effort in the a career-high 28 points. His defenteam's 76-75 loss to Cleveland sive efforts were present as well.
State Saturday than in the team's He held Penguins' leading scorer
first conference win since Jan. 25 Reggie Kemp to I0 points, his secwith its 65-63 win over Northern ond Lowest point total of the seaIllinois.
son.
"It was a good win, but we
"We need to see him play that
didn't play well," Samuel'i said. way at both ends of the floor,"
"We are playing our opponent. We Samuels said.
played great against Cleveland
Youngstown jumped out of the
State and played really pathetic starting gate with I 0-4 lead in the
against Youngstown State.
opening four minutes. The
"If you are going to be a good Panthers capped a 14-2 run to
player and a good team, then you make the score 18-11 when Jordan
are going to have to play your best. erupted the crowd of 1,813 with a
The players know it wasn't their slam dunk.
best effort. We made some
The Penguins battled back midprogress Saturday, we didn't make way through the first half and
any progress tonight"
eventually took a seven-point lead
Youngstown State. which came after Donnie Taylor sank a 14-footinto the game last in the Mid-Con, er giving Youngstown a 30-23
dropped to 1-10 in conference and lead. The Panthers overcame the
3-18 overall. Despite the record. deficit in the final five minutes
the Penguins gave the Panthers a sparked by Steve Nichols' six
true test
points and a reverse layup by
If it wasn't for the Penguins' dis- Darrell Young giving the Panthers
mal free throw shooting, the result a 38-36 lead going into halftime.
could have been reversed.
Men's Box Score
Youngstown went to the line 32
EASTER."/
82, Younplown SL 76
times, but only converted on 18
Panl~n
re JPT
Reb A TP
attempts.
Hemende:t 3-S 1-1 0-0 s
5
7
MIKE ANSCH EUTZ/Senior
'They have not been a good free Landro~ 6-12 3-7 4-6 8 6 19
Sophomore guard Derrick I.Andrus gets ready to pass the ball to the wing during the Panthers' 82l().12 1·2 7.9
Jordan
6
3
28
throw shooting team au year, .. Young
2-S 0-0 1-2
s 3 s ry over Youngstown State Monday night in I.Ant: Gym. I.Andrus had 19 points in the game.
().I 0-0 l4
Samuels said.
WeSI
0
I
3
4
Rodriguez
4-S
0-0
0-0
0
8
The Panthers held the lead the Nichols
3-3 0-0 0-0 0
0
6
entire second half after going into Leib
2-4 0-0 0-1
2
4
I
IO"ker room at halftime with a two- Wilham\ 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 2
Kelley
0-0 0-0 0-0 0
0
0
When discussing the officiand could not get away with.
point lead. But Eastern could not Collier
().3 0.0 0.0 0
I
0
ating in the Mid-Continent
"The game was basically up for gra
manage to put together a knockout Graham 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0 0
31-SI S-10 IS-22 35 20 82
Conference the word good can
Eastem's Louis Jordan of Monday's game.
punch to put the game out of reach. Total5
not be said.
What was called on one end wasn't
Sophomore guard Derrick Younpto'11'11SL
S-8 0-0 3-6
6
I
13
After watching some of the
another end. There were a few times in
Landrus hit a 3-pointer with 15:45 w~
4-7
Alcorn
1-3 4-6 I
0 13
games that [ didn't know what in the hell
most inconsistent officiating I
remaining to give the Panthers a Thaxton ().I 0.0 0-2 0 0 0
Vassar
3-3
2
0.0
0-0
0
6
have ever seen this past weekcials were doing:
47-40 edge, but Youngstown got
Smith
1-1 0.0 0-0
I
0
2
end at Lantz Gym , I have
• Eastern 's Eric West was called for an
back to within four points less than Kemp
5-14 0-0 1-2
4
II
0
Rawls
2-S 0-0 2-2
I
0
6
come to the conclusion that
foul in front of the Panther bench with 5:27
a minute later.
1-1 0.0 1·3
I
2
Sim•
3
that officials in the Miding in the game. The foul was called as W
Louis Jordan carmed a 3-pointer, Taylor
I
3-7 0-0 4-6
3
10
Continent are poor. Very poor. Don
trying to shield the ball from a pair of Yo
with 9:31 to go to match the Klucincc 1-2 0-0 2-3 I 0 4
3-7 1-4 1-2 2
0
8
State defenders, who were all over West.
Panthers' biggest lead of the game Snyder
In
Eastern
's
one-point
loss
O
'Brien
TOlals
28-56 2-7 18-32 23 7
76
• The officials made up for that call though.
65-52. But less than four minutes
to Cleveland State Saturday - - - - - - minutes later Youngstown's Jerome Sims
later, the Penguins found them- Fouled out: Eastern-None, Youngstown St. and its six-point victory over
-Sim>; Turnovers: Ea.tern 2S. Youngstown St
Youngstown State Monday the officials were incon- smooth baseline move to slide by an Eastern
selves back in the game only down 14; Technical Fouls: Youngotown St- Bcoc:h.
sistent up and down the line.
er and put the ball in for a score that would
70-66.
1
2
F
As a result the play in both games was sloppy. the Panther lead to four points. But Sims was
"It seemed like every time we Youn9atown State 38 40 -78
EASTERN
38
44 -f2
The players never got a good feel of what they could
had the chance to put them away,
• Continued on page I I

By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor

.,.

Mid-Con officiating stin

Eastern's elite meet their match at Nebrask
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

Head track coach Neil Moore took three of his best
athletes to the Husker invitational hosted by Nebraska
over the weekend. They returned not with the greatest
success, but with a lesson learned. You can't win 'em
all.
Not accustomed to losing races, sprinter Obadiah
Cooper. hurdler Jim Sledge and distance runner Scott
Touchette got a taste of national calibre competition; all
three had their lowest fanishes of the season in their
respective events.
Cooper \\a~ che highest placing Panther with his
fourth place finish in the 55-metcr dash. Alread) a pro-

visional NCAA qualifier, his best time this year (6.24
seconds) is among the top I 0 in the nation. He had only
lost one 55 all season, but at Nebraska he found his
equals. The winner of the race, Riley Washington of
Nebraska, recorded the second fastest collegiate time
this year with his 6.17.
"Obadiah looked real impressive this weekend,"
Moore said. "He won his semi-final. and was leading
half way through the final until Washington and the others really tu med it on."
Sledge and Touchette. each having lost onl) one race
all year, were overwhelmed by the talent-rich field.
Sledge qualified for the 55-meter high hurdles final
with a 7.57 in the semi. which .,.,as still significant!)' off
his best ever (7.43), then ran 7.62 to place eighth in the

final.
"Maybe it was the drive out," Moore said. "He
pretty good in the qualifying rounds, but the final
definitely not up to his standards."
Touchette tried some experimentation in the 3
which blew up in his face. Having already run 8:
this year. he tried to improve on that by running the
half faster than usual. He hit first mile in 4:25. thea
the wall and finished ninth in a field of 11 with a
of 8:40.02.
"He tried to avoid the traffic by moving up ea
Moore said. "Ninth isn't bad in that field, but he c
have run better. It was good experience for al I of
You have to run in big meets like that if you hope to
NCAA qualif7ing standards. I think the} learned a I

